The MGH-USC CONNECTOM MRI scanner housed at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) is a major hardware innovation of the Human Connectome Project (HCP). The 3T CONNECTOM scanner is capable of producing a magnetic field gradient of up to 300 mT/m strength for in vivo human brain imaging, which greatly shortens the time spent on diffusion encoding, and decreases the signal loss due to T2 decay. To demonstrate the capability of the novel gradient system, data of healthy adult participants were acquired for this MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset (N = 35), minimally preprocessed, and shared through the Laboratory of Neuro Imaging Image Data Archive (LONI IDA) and the WU-Minn Connectome Database (ConnectomeDB). Another purpose of sharing the data is to facilitate methodological studies of diffusion MRI (dMRI) analyses utilizing high diffusion contrast, which perhaps is not easily feasible with standard MR gradient system. In addition, acquisition of the MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan Dataset is currently underway to include 120 healthy participants ranging from 8 to 90 years old, which will also be shared through LONI IDA and ConnectomeDB. Here we describe the efforts of the MGH-USC HCP consortium in acquiring and sharing the ultra-high b-value diffusion MRI data and provide a report on data preprocessing and access. We conclude with a demonstration of the example data, along with results of standard diffusion analyses, including q-ball Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) reconstruction and tractography.
The NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience Research has funded the MGH-USC consortium of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) to build a one of a kind CONNECTOM scanner. It is based on a Siemens Skyra 3T platform (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen Germany) and is equipped with a novel gradient system that is capable of a maximum strength of 300 mT/m (Fan et al., 2014; Setsompop et al., 2013) . This is the major hardware component of HCP-driven MR technology innovation. The strong gradient system greatly shortens the time spent on diffusion encoding and decreases signal loss due to T2 decay. We have collected one dataset of 35 healthy adults and are in the process of acquiring a second dataset to include 120 healthy participants spanning a wide age range (8 to 90 years old).
The first dataset, referred to as the MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset, demonstrates the capability of the innovative CONNECTOM gradient system for in vivo human diffusion MRI (dMRI). In each of the 35 participants, dMRI data with a broad range of b-values (1000, 3000, 5000 and 10,000 s/mm 2 ) were collected. The data were minimally preprocessed, and are publically available through open access data repositories. It is to exclusively manage HCP data (Marcus et al., 2013 ) (see Hodge et al., 2015 for more detailed information about the ConnectomeDB in the same issue).
The MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset (N = 35) collection is complete and minimally preprocessed. Both the unprocessed and minimally preprocessed data are available for download through LONI-IDA and ConnectomeDB. Acquisition of the MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan Dataset is currently underway and, upon the completion of data collection, data processing and quality assessment, unprocessed and minimally preprocessed data will be added to both the LONI IDA and ConnectomeDB repositories for public access. The purpose of the present article is to describe the MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset in detail and to give a flavor of what is to come in terms of the MGHHarvard-USC Lifespan Dataset.
MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset (N = 35)

Participants
All participants provided in the MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset were scanned on the 3T CONNECTOM MRI scanner (see for an overview) housed at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at MGH. A custom-made 64-channel phased array head coil was used for signal reception . No data were collected on other imaging modalities.
Thirty-five healthy adults participated in this study (16 Females, 20-59 years old; mean age = 31.1 years old). All participants gave written informed consent, and the experiments were carried out with approval from the institutional review board of Partners Healthcare. Participants' gender and age are available in the data sharing repository. No other non-imaging data were collected. Due to the limited sample size there are some ages for which we had only one participant. Given deidentification considerations, age information is provided in 5-year age bins (Fig. 1) .
MRI data acquisition
T1w, T2w and diffusion weighted (DW) MRI data were acquired. The T1w images were acquired with a Multi-echo Magnetization- Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo (MEMPRAGE) sequence at 1 mm isotropic resolution (van der Kouwe et al., 2008) . T2w data were acquired with a T2-SPACE sequence at 0.7 mm isotropic resolution (Lichy et al., 2005) . dMRI data were acquired using a mono-polar Stejskal-Tanner pulsed gradient spin-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with parallel imaging using Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition (GRAPPA). The Fast Low-angle Excitation Echo-planar Technique (FLEET) (Polimeni et al., 2015) was used for Auto-Calibration Signal (ACS) acquisitions to reduce the motion sensitivity of the training data and improve the stability and SNR of the GRAPPA reconstructions. The Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS; multiband) technique (Feinberg et al., 2010; Feinberg and Setsompop, 2013; Setsompop et al., 2012a,b) has been shown to increase the time efficiency of diffusion imaging and was considered for this protocol, however at the point in the project timeline when data acquisition was to begin, the SMS method was not implemented in the EPI sequence featuring FLEET-ACS for GRAPPA. Because of the key benefits of in-plane acceleration for improved EPI data quality, such as lower effective echo spacing and hence mitigated EPI distortions and blurring, and also because of the longer image reconstruction times associated with SMS-EPI data, here data acquisition was performed without the use of SMS in favor of in-plane acceleration using FLEET-ACS and GRAP-PA. (Acquisition of subsequent datasets including the Life Span dataset utilized a more newly implemented sequence combining SMS-EPI with FLEET-ACS and GRAPPA, see below.) In each subject, dMRI data were collected with 4 different b-values (i.e., 4 shells): 1000 s/mm 2 (64 directions), 3000 s/mm 2 (64 directions), 5000 s/mm 2 (128 directions), and 10,000 s/mm 2 (256 directions). Different b-values were achieved by varying the diffusion gradient amplitudes, while the gradient pulse duration (δ) and diffusion time (Δ) were held constant. These b-values were chosen to provide some overlap with the HCP data from WU-Minn consortium, while at the same time push to the limit of diffusion weighting within the constraints of SNR and acquisition time. On determining the number of directions in each shell, in general, data with higher b-value were acquired with more DW directions to capture the increased ratio of high angular frequency components in the MR signal, and to compensate for the SNR loss due to increased diffusion weighting. Also, the number of directions in each shell was selected to meet the typical requirements of popular single shell and multi-shell analysis methods (e.g. q-ball imaging (Descoteaux et al., 2007; Tuch, 2004; Tuch et al., 2002; Tuch et al., 2003) , spherical deconvolution (Anderson, 2005; Dell'Acqua et al., 2007; Tournier et al., 2004) , ball and stick model (Behrens et al., 2007; Jbabdi et al., 2012) , multi-shell q-ball imaging (Aganj et al., 2010; Yeh et al., 2010) , diffusion propagator imaging (Descoteaux et al., 2009 (Descoteaux et al., , 2011 , and to keep the total acquisition time feasible in healthy control subjects. The diffusion sensitizing direction sets were specifically designed so that the 64-direction set is a subset of the 128-direction set, which is again a subset of the 256-direction set (Fig. 2) . The initial 64 directions were calculated with the electro-static repulsion method (Caruyer et al., 2013; Jones et al., 1999) . With these 64 directions fixed, another 64 directions were added as unknowns, and an optimized 128-direction set was calculated by adjusting the added 64 directions using electrostatic repulsion optimization. With these 128 directions fixed, the 256-direction set was generated using the same method. As such, all 4 shells share the same 64 directions; the b = 5000 s/mm 2 shell and the b = 10,000 s/mm 2 shell share the same 128 directions.
During data acquisition, the diffusion sensitizing directions with approximately opposite polarities were played in pairs to counterbalance the eddy current effects induced by switching the diffusion weighting gradient on and off. Each run started with acquiring a non-DW image (b = 0), and one non-DW image was collected every 13 DW images thereafter. Therefore 552 image volumes were collected in total, including 512 DW and 40 non-DW volumes for each subject. More detailed imaging parameters are listed in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. Full imaging protocols can be found in both data repositories.
In summary, the imaging protocol was tailored to be suitable for a variety of both single and multi-shell reconstruction methods, so that off-site researchers with their own analysis methods yet no direct access to a dedicated CONNECTOM scanner can benefit from the data release.
MRI data preprocessing and quality control
All MRI data were corrected for gradient nonlinearity distortions offline Jovicich et al., 2006) . Diffusion data were further corrected for head motion and eddy current artifacts. Specifically, the b = 0 images interspersed throughout the diffusion scans were used to estimate bulk head movements with respect to the initial time point (the first b = 0 image), where rigid transformation was calculated using the boundary based registration tool in the FreeSurfer package V5.3.0 (Greve and Fischl, 2009 ). For each b = 0 image, this transformation was then applied to itself and to the following 13 diffusion weighted images to correct for head motion. Data of all 4 b-values were concatenated (552 image volumes in total) and passed into the EDDY tool (Andersson et al., 2012) for eddy current distortion correction and residual head motion estimates. The rigid rotational components of the motion estimates were then used to adjust the diffusion gradient table for later data reconstruction purposes. To de-identify the high resolution T1w and T2w anatomical scans, face and ear regions were masked while the skull was retained as much as possible to accommodate future skull stripping and brain parcellation efforts. Users of the data should be aware that skull stripping can have subtle effects of data processing and morphometric quantification (Holmes et al., 2015) . Both unprocessed and minimally preprocessed data are available for download in compressed NIfTI format. The measured gradient field nonlinearity coefficients are protected by Siemens as proprietary information. Because the gradient nonlinearity correction cannot be performed without this information, the unprocessed data provided have already been corrected for gradient nonlinearity distortions with no other preprocessing performed. The unprocessed T1w and T2w additionally have face and ear regions stripped.
All the anatomical scans (T1w and T2w) were free from gross brain abnormalities as determined by a trained physician. All MRI data (T1w, T2w and DW) went through the process of quality assessment by a faculty member, a postdoctoral researcher and a research assistant, all trained in neuroimaging. More specifically, each dataset was assessed by two raters, who viewed both the unprocessed and minimally preprocessed data volume by volume, and rated in terms of head movements, facial and ear mask coverage (to make sure that brain tissue was not masked off), and eddy current correction results. Finally, a comprehensive grade was given to determine whether a dataset had passed quality control.
To cite the MGH Adult Diffusion Dataset, use the LONI IDA URL: http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org (see also http://www. humanconnectomeproject.org/data for more instructions on acknowledging the use of data), or use the WU-Minn ConnectomeDB URL https://db.humanconnectome.org/data/projects/MGH_DIFF.
MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan Dataset (target N = 120)
Data collection for the MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan Dataset is underway. T1w, T2w, resting-state fMRI, and dMRI data of 120 healthy study participants ranging from children to older adults will be shared. The specific age ranges for each group and target sample sizes are listed in Table 4 . Extensive cognitive or neuropsychological data will not be available for this feasibility study; however, basic demographic variables will be publically available, including age, gender, years of education, social economic status, and an estimate of IQ. The MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan protocol is based on the healthy adult study, but slightly modified to accommodate lower tolerance for long scanning sessions in the children and older adults. T1w and T2w anatomical images are acquired with an MEMPRAGE and T2-SPACE sequence respectively, both at 1 mm isotropic resolution, and both with acquisition times under 4 min.
Diffusion data are acquired using a spin echo EPI sequence with a GRAPPA factor of 3 combined with FLEET-ACS acquisition. A SMS factor of 2 is used allowing for faster data acquisition. Diffusion data acquisition is performed at two different b-values: 2500 s/mm 2 (60 DW directions) and 7500 s/mm 2 (180 DW directions). Resting state BOLD fMRI data are acquired for the MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan Dataset and will be shared. One or two runs of 6 min 6 s each will be acquired in each participant. Data preprocessing and quality control procedures will be comparable to the methods used for MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset.
Data access
The MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset is openly available. Users must register with either LONI IDA (https://ida.loni.usc.edu/services/ NewUser.jsp) or ConnectomeDB (https://db.humanconnectome.org/ app/template/Login.vm) to get access to the data. All imaging and demographic data are directly available for download from either of the two repositories. Data Usage Agreements are required (for more details on the Data Usage Agreement with LONI IDA, see https://ida. loni.usc.edu/collaboration/access/appLicense.jsp; for more details of Data Use Terms with ConnectomeDB, see http://humanconnectome. org/data/data-use-terms/index.html).
For updates, at LONI IDA, as new datasets are added to the HCP collection, registered users are notified via email so that they may examine and explore these additional data. At ConnectomeDB, updates on data withdrawal/revision/addition are posted on the HCP Data Releases page (http://humanconnectome.org/data/).
Regarding the handling of large dataset requests, users may search the LONI IDA HCP archive for specific datasets or may download the complete set of images at once. Downloads are governed by dedicated compute servers which balance and schedule loads appropriately across multiple CPUs to maintain high levels of data delivery performance. At ConnectomeDB, a commercial UDP-based data transfer technology called Aspera fasp ™ (http://asperasoft.com) is used to support high speed downloads. A downloadable plug-in, available free of charge, is required to enable Aspera-based transfers (see also Hodge et al., 2015) . The MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Dataset is managed and maintained on the LONI IDA for long term accessibility. All CONNECTOM users are encouraged to archive and share their data on the LONI IDA platform. To archive the data, it is required to go through an online automatic pipeline of de-identification and relevant metadata extraction.
Demonstration of MGH-USC HCP datasets
MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Datasets
Here we briefly illustrate the data type and quality of the MGH-USC Adult Diffusion Datasets, using one example dataset. Fig. 3 shows an axial plane of the T1w and T2w scans, along with the mask used for ear and face stripping. Data shown were corrected for gradient nonlinearity distortions. Fig. 4 shows an axial plane of the preprocessed dMRI data with diffusion weighting applied along the same direction but with different gradient strengths. Fig. 5 shows the q-ball Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) reconstruction obtained from the dMRI data with different b-values. DSI-Studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org) was used to calculate and visualize ODFs. The ODFs were calculated with a maximum spherical harmonic order of 8, and a Laplace-Beltrami regularization weight parameter of λ = 0.006 (Descoteaux et al., 2007) . Fig. 6 shows the fiber tracking results obtained from the dMRI data with different b-values. DSI-Studio was used to calculate and visualize the fiber tracts. Tractography was performed with default parameters. Fiber tracts passing through either of the bi-lateral postcentral gyri were selected and shown, where the masks for the postcentral gyri were obtained from the standard FreeSurfer parcellation. Fig. 7 demonstrates feasibility of high b-value dMRI across the lifespan. The dMRI data of b = 2500 and 7500 s/mm 2 were combined and analyzed using the generalized q-sampling imaging (GQI) reconstruction in DSI Studio (Yeh et al., 2010) , which was then used for diffusion tractography. Results are displayed in each individual's native space. As shown, some age-associated morphometric changes are evident, such as brain atrophy in the older adult as indicated by the enlarged ventricles (Fig. 7 a-c) . Tractography results show major and fine inter-hemispheric white matter bundles such as the corpus callosum and the anterior commissure. One can also recognize the fornix in each of the three participants, as well as contours of the optic chiasm ( Fig. 7 d-f ).
MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan Datasets
Conclusion
Based on the 3T Siemens CONNECTOM system, the MGH-USC HCP datasets serve as a unique openly available source of high angular and spatial resolution dMRI data with b-values up to 10,000 s/mm 2 . The ongoing MGH-Harvard-USC Lifespan study will further add to the database by providing data across the age span from children to older adults. 
